PREPARING FOR YOUR VISIT

YOUR FIRST HEARING ASSESSMENT*

“Hearing is

Our
promise
to you

We are the experts that will guide you
to the best outcome without compromise.

much like a
fingerprint,
it is unique
for everyone.”

Tips to help you prepare

Bring someone with you

Here are some ideas on how to make the most out of your first hearing
assessment.* Your hearing care professional will want to know details
about your hearing as well as your overall health.

Most people find it helpful to bring a spouse, family member or close friend
to the visit. You will typically get more out of your visit if someone close to
you can share the experience. This will also help your loved one have a
better understanding of some of the challenges involved with your hearing
loss and potentially learn effective communication strategies.

Before your appointment, spend some time thinking about how hearing
affects your life, what challenges you are experiencing and what would
improve if you could overcome these challenges.

The state of your overall health, including the presence of chronic
diseases, medications you are taking and your activity level, is important
information to share. Also relevant is your employment situation, living
environment and leisure activities.

Do you have questions?
You will likely have many questions about your hearing loss, treatment
options, initial and future costs and the need for ongoing care. Compile a
list of questions and bring these with you to the appointment. This will help
you to remember to address these key concerns.1

Additionally, a familiar voice is important during your hearing assessment.*
Using a loved one’s voice in the speech understanding assessment will
provide a more accurate evaluation of the benefit of hearing instruments.2
Two people with identical hearing levels can have two different hearing
experiences. Having the person you communicate with the most with you
will provide the most accurate assessment to ensure maximum results.

Your visit to our office
Once you arrive for your appointment, your hearing care professional will
meet with you to discuss your hearing history to understand what factors
have influenced your hearing, and also to get more information about your
personal hearing needs.

During some hearing assessments*, you may also be asked to listen to
speech at different volumes, which will be played into one ear at a time.
The voices will be played quietly through your earphones, and you’ll be
asked to repeat what words were just said.

A hearing examination will be conducted. The whole process should
take less than an hour, and is painless. Most adults who have hearing
assessments* are asked to wear earphones and listen to short tones that
are played at different volumes and pitches into one ear at a time. Whether
or not you can hear each sound shows whether or not you can hear
high-pitched or low-pitched sounds, quiet or loud sounds, and whether
your left or right ear has hearing loss.

You and your hearing care professional will discuss your lifestyle and what
listening situations trouble you the most. This is very helpful in getting a
hearing recommendation that meets your specific needs.

When your hearing assessment is complete and you have addressed all of
your concerns, your hearing care professional will review the results with
you and discuss next steps and, if needed, treatment options.
Once you have met with your hearing care professional and completed the
needed assessments, you'll wonder why you ever waited so long!
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*The purpose of this hearing assessment and/or demonstration is for hearing wellness to determine if the patient(s) may benefit from using
hearing aids. Products demonstrated may differ from products sold. Test conclusion may not be a medical diagnosis. The use of any hearing
aid may not fully restore normal hearing and does not prevent future hearing loss. Testing is to evaluate your hearing wellness, which may
include selling and fitting hearing aids. Hearing instruments may not meet the needs of all hearing-impaired individuals.

We are here to help
If you or a loved one is dealing with a hearing impairment, we have
hearing care professionals and experienced staff to assist you.

Visit us for all of your hearing
healthcare needs

• Hearing assessments
• Hearing aid repairs and accessories
• Assistive listening devices for telephones and televisions

hearinglife.com

